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Abstract 
 
Social Networks are powerful social media for sharing information about various issues and can be used to raise awareness and 
collect pointers about associated risk factors and preventive measures in chronical disease like diabetes. Since the olden times, 
knowledge in medicine was established through recording and analysing human experiences. This paper presents the results of 
text mining techniques of more than five hundred thousands of texts retrieved from social networks, blogs, forums, and also 
research papers from MEDLINE database to discovering new knowledge related to diabetes disease covering symptoms and 
treatments. The text mining approach consists of two tasks, descriptive and predictive. The descriptive task was to identify 
explicit references to the diabetes diseases diagnosis and treatments, whereas the predictive task focused on the prediction of the 
diabetes disease status when the evidence was not explicitly asserted. The findings are then compared to the standard diabetes 
diagnosis and treatments and only those which are not listed in the standards are retained as hypothesis for further validation by 
clinicians and medical researchers in the domain of diabetic disease. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Early signs and symptoms of diseases such as diabetes in most cases are easily dis-regarded or brushed aside as 
something of a minor concern. It is the same case with other known diseases that have predominantly led to many 
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losses of lives. It has been reported that around two-thirds of people with diabetes might be dying prematurely from 
complications that could have been prevented or delayed. Diabetes UK has claimed that thousands of patients were 
being struck down by heart attacks, strokes, kidney disease because they were diagnosed with the underlying 
condition too late 1. In addition, conditions such as the type 1 diabetes is known to be five times more common than 
meningitis, but the diagnosis is often delayed (UK Children with Diabetes Advocacy Group). Therefore, knowledge 
or awareness of the early symptoms could not only help in keeping the disease under control, but it may also help in 
preventing any further damage. Sometimes people with a certain condition such as Diabetes type 2 are 
asymptomatic, however it is possible that the patient has experienced symptoms but was either mild or developed 
gradually, and thereby went unnoticed 2.  Internet has become a popular platform where vast amounts of information 
and data have been gathered every day. People use this platform to confide every facet of their life experiences in 
blogs, websites, forums etc. This sea of data can only be expected to increase with the popularity of the Internet, and 
has significant potential economic and societal value. Text mining techniques are complex and innovative methods 
for analysing data and they could be used to exploit this potential of Internet information. The focus of this research 
is on mining social network stories of people telling their experiences in being diagnosed with diabetes and also 
MEDLINE® database which contains journal citations and abstracts for biomedical literature from around the 
world. The goal is to understand and test whether such type of free-form text could provide any useful links or 
patterns in discovering the conditions earlier, or could provide some insight on new pattern that were not considered 
or recognized previously.  
This paper is composed of four sections. Section 2 is devoted to presenting previous work on text mining and its 
application to the domain of health. Section 3 is devoted to presenting the text mining approach we use to process 
and analyse social network and MEDLINE research papers texts to discover knowledge in diabetes disease and the 
final sections are devoted to conclusions and results.     
2. Previous Research Work  
The concept of applying training techniques to analyse a given text for identifying patterns in the field of medical 
science has been attempted before, although the majority of it has been done on clinical records, biomedical texts, 
and documents. Like for instance the developed information retrieval system that offers semantic searches on 
diabetes disease across MEDLINE abstracts using ‘semantic metadata’ derived from text mining3 and the research 
work reported in4 on unseen patients discharge summaries. It is assumed that the data used in these research work 3,4 
were more organized in their structure than the one being attempted for in this research. Clinical texts, and 
documents would at the very least have some level of coherence than the one's obtained from online blogs and 
forums which no doubt consists of noise, and poor language structure. In addition, several researchers have studied 
the use of appropriate text mining algorithms and concepts to support ontology engineering [5, 6] as well as its 
applications in diverse fields7,8. One of the notable works that is quite similar is the use of developed text mining 
techniques covering self-organizing maps (SOM), and support vector machines (SVM). This is to develop a 
prospective system for automating the extraction of relationships between cancer diseases and potential factors from 
clinical records [8], which differs from the majority of the other works where co-occurrence analysis has been the 
preferred choice of approach, for example in the research conducted to evaluate knowledge discovery of disease-
disease relationships for rheumatic diseases 9. Research conducted previously in text mining of clinical records were 
more concentrated towards text classification or Named Entity recognition, such as the work where the focus is on 
the extraction of textual attributes from raw text documents, and then mapping them to a structured knowledge 
sources, all the while relying on predefined ontology 10. The results of this work showed that this system did 
perform well in terms of precision and recall, but it fell behind in extending this fair performance towards ontology 
matching which showed lower values. One common reason for this failure may lie in the proper extraction of 
candidates, since it is a complex process, but there is also the question of whether this kind of system would be able 
to handle unconventional writing style, or complicated sentence structures which may be an issue during the course 
of this research. This grey area has been addressed in another work, which employs the approach of using a verb-
centric algorithm unlike previously where a co-occurrence pattern was used, to extract knowledge from biomedical 
text 11. Here, the main verbs, i.e. the action verbs are identified and extracted with which two involved entities of a 
relationship are extracted. This approach has been claimed to work better than the previous ones with a significantly 
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higher F-score, and is apparently quite effective in dealing with complex sentence structures such as the clauses and 
conjunctive sentences. The applied concept also seem to address the limitations that other methods are known to 
exhibit, such as a low recall issue, severely limited ability to uncover relevant relations, expensive to construct, etc., 
by proposing to extract the main verbs from a sentence where a main verb is the most important verb in a sentence. 
Any further problems with unconventional writing style could be minimized and corrected by improving the 
algorithm to identify and extract prepositions. This approach has further been supported in building an opinion 
mining system with higher precision rate and recall value 12. It has been disputed that applying this method of 
approach may not work effectively in cases where people use mixed languages which is, however not relevant to 
this research work. 
 
3. The Diabetes Mining Experiment 
Text mining is the process of turning text into data that can be analysed. With the advent of digital text, it allows the 
machines to perform text mining faster and more consistently than being done manually 13. Text mining has its roots 
in computational linguistics and Information Retrieval 14. Text mining can also be referred to as the discovery of 
new knowledge from a large body of text using computational algorithms to extract semantic logic 15. In this paper, 
we used text mining technique to mine social networks and research papers to discover new diagnosis and treatment 
of Diabetes patients. The decision to use these data sources is further motivated by the fact that any existing medical 
knowledge so far, are based or established from human experiences. The kind of lifestyle that a person has led up to 
the day of his diagnosis could provide insights into any factors that were unrecognized or ignored previously. This is 
consolidated by the Swanson 16  who used basic text mining techniques by analysing different texts to suggest a 
provocative connection between dietary fish oil and Raynaud’s disease, a circulatory disorder, which three years 
later was validated through clinical trials. We used keyword retrieval approach to retrieve around five hundred 
thousand stories and research papers from social networks and MEDLINE database combining different keywords 
related to diagnosis and treatment of diabetes. Each of the stories and research paper is stored as individual text files. 
From these text files we used our text processing tools developed in our big data analytics research lab known as 
Kahina (Magic in Arabic) text analytics tools to develop two indexed corpuses; one for social network stories and 
one for research papers. The text mining method we used is adapted from 4 and it consists of breaking down the text 
files into millions of sentences on which two predictive approaches are undertaken: descriptive and intuitive. The 
descriptive task was to identify explicit references to the diagnosis and treatment of diabetes diseases in the narrative 
texts files residing in the corpuses and the predictive task which focuses on inferring the diagnosis/symptom and 
treatment of diabetes when the evidence is not explicitly asserted. 
3. 1  Descriptive Prediction 
The main objective of this module was to retrieve sentences that mention explicitly “Diabetes” term along the 
associated terms like “diagnosis” or “treatment” and their respective associated synonyms and clinical terms. We 
lexically profiled diabetes disease by collecting (i) its name and synonyms from public resources including the 
UMLS4, (ii) diabetes sub-classes (e.g., diabetes type I & II) and their synonyms, (iii) disease super classes (e.g., 
obesity) and their synonyms, and (iv) clinical terms closely related to the diabetes disease, imported from public 
medical resources. Initially, the sentences that contained any term from the lexical profile were retrieved, and, in the 
subsequent steps, the evidence was checked against a look up table of known diabetes diagnosis and if it is found 
then it is filtered out otherwise it is retained with an assumption that it is a discovery. The sentence-based 
predictions were then combined at the corpus level. The two processing steps in this module are described briefly 
below. 
 
Step #1: Term Association. To implement this approach we used the lexical module of Kahina text analytic tool 
that gives the frequency of occurrence of a given term with all other terms in the corpus. Then using the text 
processing module of Kahina text analytic, we select the highest frequency of occurrence to retrieve all sentences in 
each file of the corpus where the two terms occur together. In Fig. 1 below we extracted all sentences that contain 
“diabetes” term along “diagnosis” and similarly sentences that contain the “diabetes” term along “treatment”. This 
process is also repeated for individual e.g. symptom and thirst and combination of synonyms and clinical terms 
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related to diabetes, diagnosis, and treatment terms. To cater for terminological variation, terms that characterize 
Diabetes disease were matched against the text approximately, taking into account morphological variants, ignoring 




Fig 1. Example of Sentences with co-occurrence of terms associated to Diabetes diagnosis. 
Step #2: Filtering Discovery Sentences. Once the Term association sentences are collected as shown in Fig. 1 
above, two processes of filtering out similar sentences are undertaken. Kahina text analytic tool implements basic 
sentence similarity algorithms by partitioning sentence into a list of tokens, then undertake  Medical POS tagging, 
and perform stemming word algorithms and finally compute the similarity of the sentences based on the similarity 
of the pairs of words. Using Kahina text analytic tool, redundant sentences which are mostly word to word similar 
are merged or combined into one generic sentence and sentences which are related to well-known medical standards 
on diabetes diagnosis and treatments are discarded. Example of sentences filtered out are shown in Fig. 2. The 
remaining sentences are initially considered to support the judgment of new diabetes diagnosis or treatment and as 




Fig 2. Sample of merged and filtered out sentences  
3.2  Intuitive Prediction 
The intuitive task focused on the prediction of the diabetes disease status and its association to new diagnosis and treatment based 
on implicit textual assertions. We used the same Kahina tool to process the remaining retrieved sentences (stemming, POS 
tagging and tokenisation of words) relying on a combination of term and few basic clinical inference rule-matching to extract 
new sentences related to diabetes diagnosis and treatment. We used larger combinations of diabetes related terms to 
search in the social network and research papers corpuses to find new association or concordance between the 
search terms. Examples of this includes “diabetes” and the words in the same sentence like “thirsty” and when 
digging down in the text source other words like “excessive hunger” and “fruity breath” as shown in Fig. 3 This 
could be taken as diabetes diagnoses are thirst, hunger and fruity breath, which are well known to characterize 
diabetes disease.  The intuitive module consisted of two steps below. 
 
Step #1: Candidate sentence identification. In this first intuitive step, the system identifies new potential evidence 
sentences in the social network and research papers corpuses, as shown in Fig. 3 below, by looking for any of the 
following three evidence types within the sentences (i) terms referring to the Diabetes disease symptoms (e.g., thirst, 
frequent urine), (ii) Important clinical facts or conditions related to the disease (e.g., blurred vision, loss of weight) 
and (iii) natural medications typically used to treat the disease and/or symptoms (e.g. Chinese herbs and teas). 
 




Fig. 3. Sample of Infered sentences  
Step #2: Filtering Discovery Sentences. We use the same step 2 as in the descriptive prediction. So once the 
inferred sentences are selected as shown in Fig. 3 above, two filtering out processes are undertaken. Kahina tool 
implements basic sentence similarity algorithms by partitioning sentence into a list of tokens, then undertake POS 
tagging, and perform stemming words and finally identify similar sentences based on the similarity of the pairs of 
words. Using this Kahina tool redundant sentences which are mostly word to word similar are combined in one 
generic sentence. Also sentences which are related to well-known medical standards on diabetes diagnosis and 
treatments are discarded. The remaining sentences considered to support the judgment of new diabetes diagnosis or 
treatment are retained for further analysis.  
3.3 Final Result integration.  
The discovered set of sentences resulting from descriptive and intuitive predictions are integrated together. Similarly 
we used Kahina text analytic tool implements basic sentence similarity algorithms to compute the similarity of the 
sentences based on the similarity of the pairs of words and redundant sentences are combined in one generic 
sentence. Also sentences which are related to medical standards on diabetes diagnosis and treatments are discarded. 
The remaining sentences are initially considered to support the judgment of new diabetes diagnosis or treatment and 





Fig. 4. Sample of final sentences retained for further analysis  
4. Results and Conclusions 
This paper has presented the use text mining techniques on the web and literature collected from the web and 
MEDLINE medical database. Many attempts were made on applying text mining functionalities to medical records, 
usually the ones obtained from MEDLINE database. The purpose here is to see if there could be any significance in 
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using social network of online stories of people where they share their accounts in their own words unlike the 
structured information obtained from medical databases and journals. For achieving the objective of this project, 
various methods and approaches were looked to obtain perspectives regarding this area of topic. Extensive research 
has been done in the area of text mining tools and text mining pre-processing approaches for the purpose of this 
project. Our Kahina text mining tool we used provides efficient text processing and analysis processes, which has 
given good results as shown below. The results of this research work will be put forward as hypothesis to medical 
experts and clinicians for further research and validations. It can also be added to an evolving ontology-based 
knowledge repository.  
 
 
Fig. 5.  Sample of final reslts after applying Kahina text processing 
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